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BIBLIOGRAPHIES & DOCUMENTARY SOURCES


Largely reprints of obscure manuscript material.

See Chap. 7.


Photos and biographical sketches arranged by corps.

U.S. AGO. Itinerary of the Army of the Potomac and Co-operating Forces in the Gettysburg Campaign, June and July 1863: Organization of the Army of the Potomac at the Battle of Gettysburg; and Return of Casualties in the Union and Confederate Forces. Wash, DC: 1886. E475.35U58pam2.
See also 1888 ed; E475.51U58 & E173P18no243pam13.

See also:

-periodical and serial literature not herein addressed such as Confederate Veteran (w/index); papers published by state commanderies of MOLLUS [Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States] (reprints and originals in E464s; index to reprint series forthcoming); the National Tribune, the official newspaper of the GAR (w/ rudimentary index); and the Southern Historical Society Papers (E483.7S76 w/index).

-MHI Archives, containing numerous pertinent collections of manuscripts and personal papers. Exemplifying these holdings are the Robert Brake Collection (17 boxes) and the George Kauffman Papers (2 boxes) in the Harrisburg CWRT Coll.

-bibliographies on individual units engaged in the campaign and battle.

GENERAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE HISTORIES


See Chap. 6.


Written under pseudonym "Miles."

DePeyster, John W. *Before, At, and After Gettysburg*. NY: Ludwig, 1887. 57 p. E475.51D42.


See also AWC translation by Henry Swift, The Battle of Gettysburg, July 2 and 3, 1863. E475.53G6413.


Reprint of numerous earlier eds.


See Chap. 2.
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MILITARY SCHOOL STUDIES


"Memoranda for Gettysburg Campaign, 1863." AWC student paper, 1923-24. 8 p. E475.51M45RareBook


